
 So your problem is 

that you can't plough 

your field with one 

bullock.

Murli narrated his whole problem.

4

Now tell us, why do you want to 

plough your field?  How?

Don't worry. Whenever people are 

in trouble they come to us. We 

really like to help people. 

I am going through a real bad 

time....... 

We can give you something that can 

make you so rich that you would not be 

required to plough your field for the 

rest of your life. 

 Ahha Murli!  Nice to see you.  But why are 

you looking so sad?
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Do you see this goat? It is not an ordinary goat. Its 

milk has got magical powers.  Anybody who drinks its 

milk cannot forget its taste all his life.

It gives ten buckets of milk 

everyday and it is so sweet 

that you do not need to add 

any sugar.

You can make plenty of sweets out of 

the goat's milk everyday and sell that 

in the nearby market.
Soon you will have enough 

money to start your own 

shop. 

With one shop that does good 

business, you can soon put up 

ten more shops and very soon 

you will become a very rich 

businessman.

Sugar



 Yes! Yes! I will become a rich 

businessman. It sounds so easy. 

Please give this magical goat to 

me.

Oh! I really don't have any 

money.

Don't worry Murli. We really want to 

help you. You give us your land in 

exchange for this goat.

That land is in any case useless for you 

now. And you can repurchase it from 

us once you become rich.
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But this goat is 

precious to us. 

What will you give 

in return?



Oh! I understand. Ok, I will give you my 

land in exchange for the goat.

 And your land is now ours.

Murli happily goes home with the goat. 

Champa is shocked to hear that he 

exchanged their land for the goat.

How could you believe whatever they 

told you? If becoming rich had been 

so easy they would have never given 

this magical goat to you.
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Chander brings out a paper on which he 

writes that Murli has given them his piece 

of land in exchange for the goat. Murli 

puts his thumb impression on the paper.

Congratulations Murli. This magical 

goat is now yours. 

Remember us when you 

become rich.

 What should I do now?



I think you should go and meet Raju and 

Gopi Chacha. Raju is knowledgeable and 

Gopi Chacha is very wise. They always help 

people in need.

Raju was sitting along with Gopi Chacha, Shamu, Bhola and Gopal.

Murli joins them and narrates his full 

story.
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Murli left in search of Raju. 




